EuroForth 2008 Provisional Programme

Thursday
1:00pm  Lunch at Artner
2:30pm  Forth200x meeting
7:00pm  Dinner at Wiazhaus
8:30pm  Forth200x meeting

Friday
9:00am  Forth200x meeting
1:00pm  Lunch at Artner
2:30pm  Coffee at meeting room
2:45pm  EuroForth opening, organizational matters
3:00pm  Angel Robert Lynas, Bill Stoddart: Using Forth in a Concept-Oriented Computer Language Course
3:30pm  Jaanus Pöial: Java Framework for Static Analysis of Forth Programs
4:00pm  Andrew Haley: An Infix Syntax for Forth (and its compiler)
4:30pm  Coffee break
5:00pm  Bernd Paysan: A Debugger for the b16 CPU
5:30pm  M. Anton Ertl: Cleaning up After Yourself
6:00pm  Ulrich Hoffmann: Forth System Hooks—Metaobject Protocol in Forth Style
7:00pm  Meet at hotel for walk to dinner

Saturday
9:00am  Stephen Pelc: Updating the Forth Virtual Machine
9:30am  Yunhe Shi, Kevin Casey, M. Anton Ertl, David Gregg: Virtual Machine Showdown: Stack versus Registers
10:00am  Bernd Paysan: Porting MINOS to VFX
10:30am  Coffee break
11:00am  Bill Stoddart, Angel Robert Lynas: Filters for Unicode Markup, a Work in Progress Report
11:30am  Gerald Wodni: GLforth – an Ego Shooter
11:55am  Impromptu talks/discussion
12:50pm  Walk to restaurant
1:00pm  Lunch at Wieden Bräu
2:30pm  Meet at hotel for excursion: By public transport to Kahlenbergerdorf, walk up the Nasenweg to Leopoldsberg (great views in nice weather), walk to Kahlenberg and Cobenzl (more views), then down to the Heuriger (vineyard restaurant) Weingut am Reisenberg, where we will have dinner. Afterwards back by public transport.
9:00pm  EuroForth session?

Sunday
9:00am  EuroForth workshops and impromptu talks
1:00pm  Lunch at Wieden Bräu
2:30pm  4th day: Walk on Donauinsel or along Alte Donau towards Prater, ending up at Schweizerhaus (beer garden).